Paula Moldenaers has already achieved everything that young girls dream about. In her mid thirties, the PhD chemical engineer stands on a promising career ladder and can not only look back with satisfaction on previous successes but also look forward to further challenges. She enjoys the undivided support of her colleagues and recharges her batteries for new impulses at home with her husband and children.
Nothing just fell into her lap. Rather she puts her achievements down to sensible planning, determined work combined with rigid discipline and, perhaps, here and there, a spot of luck.
Paula Moldenaers says that she had never considered technical studies. Rather she had only wanted to study history up to the time when a career test in high school revealed her technical aptitude and she was advised to study engineering and pursue history as a hobby.
After finishing her studies at the Catholic University in Leuven, Belgium, she remained as an assistant. She found the search for a suitable topic for her doctorate easy, since her supervisor, Prof. Dr. Jan Mewis, was already a leader in the field of rheology. She obtained her PhD in 1987 with her thesis on "Rheological behaviour of lyotropic polymeric liquid crystals". Paula Moldenaers would have loved to apply sub sequently to a foreign university for a Post-Doc post. But during her student days she had married and how can one wear two hats? She therefore limited her stays at foreign institutes to a few weeks each. Neverthe less, she succeeded in picking up valuable experience in the field of liquid crystals in Prof. This by no means exhausts the diversity of her activities. Twelve rheologists in two groups work in the modern laboratories of the University in Leuven. One group headed by Prof. J. Mewis researches mainly dispersions, the other group led by Prof. Moldenaers works in the field of polymeric liquid crystals and polymer blends. The rheology of gels is also in the programme and a further interesting research topic has been added recently: the determination of optimal rheological parameters in hybrid cements for ortho paedic surgery.
"I often think how rheometric processes can best be combined with other methods such as rhea-optical techniques", ponders Paula Moldenaers, "then one could observe details on a macro scale while being aware of a rhea-optical background. I intend to look closely at this problem in the near future. Another area which interests me greatly is that of stretching flow. I have some ideas on the matter ... "
This attractive scientist is never short of ideas and thanks to her indefatigable energy, they are swiftly implemented. "My hobby, history", she says "has fallen by the wayside. But I now have a much more fascinat ing hobby, my two children: Sarah will be three in November and Maarten is a captivating 1 l/2 years old."
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